ABSTRACT
This study presents
the results of a survey of
special education researchers on variables that
might affect research and publication productivity. The subjects were divided into three groups:
low producers,
intermediate
producers, and
high producers.
The data were analyzed using
the Kruskal'-Wallis
one-way analysis of ranks
and the chi-square test. Statistically significant
results
were
obtained
for five variables:
teaching load, participation
in research during
graduate
training,
sources of support for re.
search, availability
of graduate assistants. and
attitude
toward research. The results are discussed and suggestions
offered on how colleges of education
might increase the productivity of their faculties.

There is an underlying
philosophy at most universities and colleges that research productivity should be a component
of a professor's
duties and responsibilities.
While a wide range
of expectations
exists as to the quantity of research and its relationship
to overall productivity, a tradition of research does not exist in education in the way it does, for example, in medicine and other scientific areas in the university
community
(Ausubel,
1969). Clark and Guba
(1976, 1977), in an extensive investigation
of
schools, colleges,
and departments
of education, found that approximately
81 % of the colleges of education could be classified as either
nonproducers
or low producers of scholarly research and estimated
that only 2% could be
classified
as significant
research-producing

centers.
There are a number of hypotheses as to why
education is a comparatively
low producer of research. Many professors
of education
began
their careers In the public schools where the expectation for research is virtually nonexistent.
Many administrators
in colleges of education
are not producers of research themselves, and,
therefore, do not set high expectations
in this
area for their faculty. Because colleges of education generally view their mission as teacher
training,
It is not suprising
that the role of
teaching outweighs the role of research. One
study by Clark and Guba (1977) found a strong
correlation
between high-research-produclng
colleges of education and the existence of a
central mission statement supporting research;
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that is, colleges
of education
that state that
their central
mission is the production of reo
search tend to be identified as highly productive
research centers. Michalak and Friedrich (1981)
found a correlation
of .33 between effective
teaching and research and conclude that one
cannot make the general assumption
that research prod uctivity directly enhances teaching.
This might, at least in part, explain the apparent
lack of enthusiasm
for research seen in many
colleges
of education.
However, these researchers still support the pursuit of research
and scholarly
publication
as desirable. They
would probably agree that research should be
promoted,
not as a means
of improving
teaching, but rather for the potential improvement in educational
practice and knowledge
that might result. In summary, the suggestion
by Martin and Berry (1969) that the university of
tomorrow could have two distinct types of faculty, the "teaching
professor" and the "research
professor," may have merit.
While researchers
in special education have
generally been viewed as more productive than
those in otheT areas within education, they too
appear to be, to some extent, deficient
in
research productivity
even though research is
considered to be impor1ant and needed in many
areas within special education (Drew, Preator, &
Buchanan, 1982). Drew et al. have also suggested that, in their opinion, the argument made
by many educators
that they do not have the
time to write and do research is unfounded. The
purpose of this study was to examine some of
the variables,
particularly
institutional
variables, that might influence special education research by education faculty In college of
education.

METHOD
Subjects
The subjects for this study were selected by Inspecting all issues of eight journals devoted to
the handicapped
during the years 1977-1982.
The journals used were American Journal of
Mental Deficiency,
Behavioral
Disorders, Ex.
ceptional Children, Journal of Abnormal Child
Psychology, Journal of Learning Disabilities,
Journal of Special Education, Learning Disabilities Quarterly, and Mental Retardation. While
this selection of journals may not be ideal, they
were selected
according
to the following
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criteria: (a) 8 special educatlo orientation, (b)a
mix of Council for Exception I Children (CEC)
and non-CEC publications, ( ) publication of
research, and (d) availability.
list of everyone
publishing in these journals a d the number of
publications for each was co plied. From this
list, two groups were formed. One group con.
sisted of those individuals
Ith one or two
publications, and the second group consisted
of those having six or more pu lications. These
criteria were chosen after ins ection of the list
of publications, as providing t e best differentiation between relatively Iowan high producers
while maintaining an adequat number of sub.
jects for the survey. A sampl of 100 subjects
was then selected with 50 In ach of two subsamples. The subsample o:f pe sons with six or
more publications consisted 0 virtually the entire available group. That with ne or two publi.
cations was chosen by rando selection pro-

cess.
Using the number of pu lications represented in the sample, the folio ing distribution
was found. The Northwest (WA OR, MT, 10, WY)
region contributed 2%; the So thwest (CA, NV,
UT, AZ, CO, NM), 12%; the N rth Central (NO,
SO, NE, MN, IA), 5%; the South Central (KS, OK,
TX, MO, AR), 5%; the Northea t (IL, WI, IN, MI,
OH, DE, MD, PA, NJ, NY), 4800; New England
(VT, NH, RI, ME,CT, MA),3%;a dtheSoutheast
(KY, LA, MS, AL, GA, FL, TN, C, NC, WV, VA),

25%.
Measuremen
A survey questionnaire
consls Ing of 25 items
was developed.
Several of the tems dealt with
characteristics
of the sUbjec s, namely, aca.
demic rank, sex, number of st tistics courses
taken,
number
of research
esign courses
taken, participation
in research during graduate
training, postdoctoral
training i research, num.
ber of publications
in referee
journals In the
past 5 years,
motivation
for
ngaging
in reo
search and publication,
and att tude toward the
importance
of research.
The remaining
items
were variables
that
would be under the control of th subject's
institution, in whole or in part, that
ight affect pro.
ductlvity. These included teachi g load, relation
of teaching
assignments
to ar as of research
interest, sources
of support for research activities, released
time, graduate a sistants,
office
of grants, availability
of assist nce in proposal
development,
computer
literat re search capa-

bility, charges for computer searches, availability of articles
and materials
needed for research, payment of publication
fees, payment
of dissemination
costs, support for travel to pre.
sent research, support for manuscript preparation, and availability
of technical assistance for
individuals engaged
in research.

Procedures
The survey questionnaire
was mailed to the selected sample with a cover letter and a selfaddressed, postage-paid
return envelope. Using
the returned questionnaires,
the subjects were
grouped
by number
of subject-reported.
research publications
in refereed journals. Following an inspection
of sorted returns, it was
decided to arrange the data into low, intermediate, and high groups in place of the original twogroup (low and high) arrangement.
Each group
was assigned
a range.
and differentiation
among the groups was accomplished
by setting
the lower range value for one group at twice the
upper range value for the preceding group. This
procedure resulted in the following groupings:
.Low (1-5 publications),
n = 20
.Intermediate
(10-20 publications).
.High
(40 + publications),
n = 7

,
n = 20

.his
procedure resulted,
of necessity.
in the
elimination
of some returns that did not meet
the criteria used to form three groups distinctly
different in terms of output. A few returns were
[andomIY~_Jemoy~d to equalize the size of the
low and intermediate
groups, and a few were removed because the subject had indicated he or
she was not employed In a college of education.
This latter procedure was used to avoid compar~
ing individuals
in education
with those in arts
and science or other areas, since it was decided
to limit the study to educators doing research in
special educationThe characteristics
of the subjects comprising the resulting three groups were as follows.
The low group was 65% male and 35% fen'\aJe.
This group's institutional
status was 10% assistant professors,
20% associate professors.
55% full professors,
and 15% other, such as
director of a demonstration
school. The intermediate group was 80% male and 20% female.
This group's institutional
status was 10% assistant professors,
35% associate professors.
50% full professors,
and 5% other. The high
group was 100% male. This group's Institution-

al status
associate

was 14% assistant ~rofessors.
29%
professors.
and 57%1 full professors.

RESULTS
Because of the small size of the sample and the
nominal level of measurement
sed for most of
the items, non parametric
sta Istlcs were employed for the data analysis.
or those items
having a numerical
value (nu ber of statistics
courses, number
of research
esign courses,
and teaching
load), a Kruska -Wallis one-way
analysis of ranks (Hull & Nle. 1981) was used.
For those items using nomln I measurement,
the chi-square
test was used.
The analysis
of the three
tems using the
Kruskal-Wallls
resulted
in tw
nonsignificant
differences. These were the It ms pertaining
to
number of statistics
courses
nd research de.
sign courses
taken. The one significant
item
pertained to teaching
load. T aching load, for
purposes of this study, was d fined as the subject's total load expressed
in either quarter or
semester
hours,
and includ
actual course
load or released
time for admi Istrative duties.
Since most respondents
re
rted semester
hours, responses
reported In q arter hours were
converted to semester
hours.
With application
of the K skal-Wallis.
the
median ranks for each group,
rom low to high,
were 32.75, 18.82, and 13_79, espectively.
The
corresponding
mean teachln
loads In semest~r hours were 10. 7.5. and.
The chi-square
value corrected
-for ties-was
5.287.1> < .0000.
The analysis
of the remalnln
19 Items. using
the chi-square
test, dlsclos
four significant
items (see Table 1) and 15 non Ignlficant Items.
The four significant
items rei ted to participation in research
during
g aduate
training,
sources of funding
for resea
h, availability
of
graduate
assistants,
and at Itude toward
the
importance of research.

DISCUSSION
The results of this study su
types of variables
affect fa
While there were no slgniflc
tween the groups
in terms
courses taken In statistics
an
the means on these two Item
est. Each ot the three groups

gest that several
ulty productivity.
nt differences
be.
f the number
of
research design,
might be of Interhad taken a mean
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TABLE 1
Questionnaire Items yielding significant

Group

Item

Did you participate in research
dissertation)?
(Item 5)

Intermediate

9 (43%)
3 (15%)

7(100%)

O( 0%)

x' = 7.554,p(.0226

low
Intermediate
High

Ve.

High

Low
Intermediate
High

no your

activities

supported

byth

Ilowing

Institutional
28%
30%

sources.

External
17%
43%

35%
provide you with a graduate

No

5 (25%)
14 (70%)
4 (57%)
X' = 8.325. P ( .0156

48%

How do you view research
Of LIttle Importance
3(15%)
O( 0%)
O( 0%)

activities?

their view, the most important variable in producing productive educational
researchers was
a mentor-type
relationship
with a researcher.
There were no significant
differences
on
most of the variables relating to institutional
support for research. Two exceptions to this,
however, were teaching load and provision of
graduate assistants.
The mean teaching loads
in semester hours, from the low-productive
to
the high-productive
groups, were 10,7.5, and 6.
In fact, this tied as one of the two most significant differences found ~mong the five variables
that were significantly
different and clearly suggests that the teaching load required of faculty
members by an institution
may be a critical fac-
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assistant?

(Item

12)

15 (75%)
6 (30%)
3 (43%)

of five statistics
courses (undergraduate
and
graduate combined) and two In research design.
One educational
variable on which the groups
did vary was participation
in research as a part
of their graduate programs. The percentages in.
dicating
that this was a part of their education,
from the low to the high group, were 57,85, and
100. This supports Clark and Guba's (1977) finding that professional
socialization
is an import.
ant variable in producing educational research.
ers. This finding is further supported by comments made by several respondents
that, in :
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(exclud

= 39.743, P ( .0000

Does your department

Low
Intermediate

01 your research

17%
x'

training

No

11 ( 57%)
17 ( 85%)

Please Indicate the proportion
(Item 10)
Self
55%
27%

1ces

..

as a part 01 your graduate

Ve.

Low
High

between-group dlflere

(Item 25)
Important
9(45%)
3(15%)
O( 0%)

V ry Important.
S( 40%)
17( 85%)
7(100%)

tor in productivity. This find in does not support
the opinion of Drew et al. (1 82) that the argument by educators that they
0 not have time to
do research Is unfounded.
The second variable relatl g to Institutional
support was the provision 0 graduate assistants. The percentages
of res ondents indicating that they were provld~d
Ith graduate assistants were, from low to hi h, 25,70, and 57,
across the groups. While no e planation can be
offered for why the high grou
came out lower
on this variable than the Inte mediate group, it
is clear that both were more Ii ely to be provided
with graduate
assistants
th n was the low
group. It should be noted that this variable also
has implications
for time avail ble to educators
for research.
A third variable that related, in part, to institutional support was sources
f funding for research. There did not appear
0 be any significant difference
between the g oups on the level
of institutional
funding, as the percentage
of respondents'
research
receiv ng Institutional
funds was, from low to high 28, 30, and 35,
across the three groups.
The data on other sources
cated that the low group was

of funding indiuch more likely

to support their research out of personal funds
than were the other two groups. The percentages of personal
funding for research were,
from low to hig h, 55,27, and 17, across the three
groups. The high and Intermediate groups were
far more likely than the low group to have external funding for their research. The percentages
of external funding
were, from low to high, 17,
43, and 48, across the three groups.
Finally, this study suggests that attitude toward the importance
of research might also be
an important variable.
The percentages
of respondents viewing
research to be very important were, from
low to high, 40, 85, and 100.
across the three groups.
Contrary to expectations,
differences
in the
frequency of citation
of achievement of promotion or tenure as reasons for engaging in research did not reach statistical
significance.
It
is probably sa fe to assume that all full professors would already be tenured and unconcerned
with promotion.
It would seem reasonable that
most associate professors would be concerned
with promotion. and that most assistant professors would be concerned
with both promotion
and tenure. While any explanation for this anomaly must, of necessity,
be $peculative.
it is
possible that most respondents were truly interested in research for other reasons and, therefore, didnet--G;heck
these responses because
they considered
them to be secondary to their
primary motivation.
On the other hand, it could
be that resondents
did not check tenure and
-pr.omotion, reasons that would be primarily selfserving, because they did not wish to appear
mercenary .
In conclusion.
this study suggests that if an
institution
wants to promote research among
its faculty, there are ways in which it can exert
an influence. First, In seeking new faculty, particularly at the entry level, it should look for individuals who have been actively involved In research during their graduate education. Two
possible indicators of this would be the holding
of graduate research assistantships
and publication during graduate education. Also. the attitude of potential
new faculty toward research
should be appraised. Relative to existing faculty, the institution
should encourage and even
provide incentives for productive faculty to work
with nonproductive
or low-productive
faculty,
particularly
junior faculty.
As suggested
by
Clark and Guba's (1977) research, an institution
may be able to influence the attitude toward re-

search In its existing faculty by I sown attitude
toward research. This can be r flected in the
weight given to research activity In decisions relating to raises, promotion,
te ure, choice in
teaching assignments,
choice i class schedul.
ing, committee
assignments,
rei ased time, assignment of graduate assistant,
and financial
support for faculty research by the institution
and its divisions.
Second, the institution
shoul
try to reduce
teaching load and provide fun s for graduate
assistants
if it wants to pro
te faculty
reo
search productivity.
While it m y not be possible to do this across the board, t ~se could certainly be used as incentives
fo faculty memo
bers who are productive
or sho
potential
for
productivity.
While the signific
ntly higher external funding support for research held by the
more productive
faculty survey d In this study
is not a variable that an Instltut
n can directly
influence, it can exert an indirect Influence. Very
possibly, the higher level of, eternal
funding
found among the more product I e respondents
was, in part, made possible by t e lighter teaching loads and greater availabll ty of graduate
assistants
asso.clated with the e respondents.
Both of these variables can be In luenced by the
policies and actions
of the in titution.
Since
there do appear to be importan
variables that
can be U$~aDY-lnstitutionsto
i fluence faculty
productivity,
It could be thatthe reasons for the
finding by Clark and Guba (1977) that only 2% of
colleges
of education
can
classified
as
highly productive
is that most nstitutions
are
not seriously committed
to facu ty pro~uctivlty,
or that there is a lack of leader hip capable of
promoting
productivity
in facult ,or both.
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MINIGRANT AWARD PROGRAM
Applications
are now available for minigrant awards from the Bill Geer Minigrant
ward Fund of the
Foundation for Exceptional
Children. Proposed projects should take place during t e summer of 1985
or the 1985-86 school year. Minigrant awards of up to $500.00 each will be made or innovative education-related
projects which directly benefit handicapped
or gifted children or yo tho These awards
will be made to educators
in public and private educational
institutions
who have eveloped innovative techniques
or wish to try innovative techniques in working with handicapped c ildren and youth.
For this series of awards. the Foundation solicits project applications
which add ess the following
priority_~~~~~.Preschool
programs for handicapped or gifted children,
.Elementary
or secondary
level programs for handicapped
.Innovative-programs
which utilize educational technology
the education of handicapped
children and youth,
.Programs
which serve handicapped
adolescents,
skills, or job training,
.Elementary
or secondary
ities, or physical

or gifted children,
(incluQing microcom

particularly

in career

educ

level projects for handic~RP~po9rgilJ~d=~t~d~!:!t~1~~t

education.

youth for employment.
send a self.addressed

stamped

envelope

Minigrant Committee
Foundation for Exceptional
1920 Association
Drive
Reston,

must be postmarked
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living

:

projects that prepare handicapped
To receive application
materials,
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112n, social

nce. math, human-

Applications
for projects In educational areas other than these also will be ac
In addition, several Parent Workshop Awards and Employment
Education and
up to $500.00 each will be made for projects which foster greater understanding
b
their handicapped
children or which promote cooperative
parent/school
relation

All applications

uters) to enhance

Children
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no later than February

1, 1985.
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